Sustainable Practices for a Trusting, Relaxed Relationship
with Self-Nourishment…Body, Mind and Soul
Would your members enjoy learning easy ways to create more physical
energy and empowered simplicity in the areas of food and body?

So many smart and accomplished women struggle when it comes to how
we eat or feel in our bodies, making it much harder for us to show up
powerfully and play full out in both in our work and personal lives!

Would you welcome a dynamic talk ( video unless local ) for your group or
organization filled with eye-opening insights and simple powerful actions
that your attendees will come away from truly excited about?
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Marina is a spirited speaker, trainer and
multi-certified body-centered awareness
Coach of 23 years. She inspires and
teaches women from all walks of life how
to harness their own body wisdom to
create what they care about most in life.
She works with heartfelt women
who are tired of struggling with outdated
ineffective ways to control food and body
that simply don’t give us the results we
hunger for.
There is a direct relationship between how
we eat, who we are, and how we walk in
the world, and this work teaches deep
reconnection with body, food and soul.
In learning to eat and honor our bodies as
an authentic expression of who we are, we
finally get the results we’re after!

Marina Francis, Certified Coaching in
Eating Psychology
Body-Centered Therapy
Conscious Relationship Transformation
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Marina speaks for and teaches diverse groups including:
The Breitenbush Rhythm Festival
Portland Organization for Spirituality in Business
Hood River Wine, Women and Winter Wellness
Columbia Alpaca Breeders Association
Cedar Mountain Drums Community
Hood River Community Education
Columbia Gorge Physical Therapy and Sports Medicine

A sampling of audience favorite topics:
A Conscious Plate
The Spirited Woman’s Way to Empowered Eating,
Body Confidence in Real Time, Real Life
I Know Better, so Why Am I Still Eating Like This?!
How Smart Women Create the Joyful, Sustainable
Changes
We’re Hungry For
Authentic Confidence for Visionary Women
Aligning Your Passion, Desire Eating and Body
with the Message
You’re Here to Bring

To create a high impact talk that inspires
and supports your organization please
contact:
marina@marinafrancis.com
www.MarinaFrancis.com
541-490-6012
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What women are saying…
“Wow, is it ever ALL connected! This really helped me put a lot of
things in perspective. You said to me that I still have a lot to give to
the world...you were so right. I am feeling incredibly confident.”
~ LuAnn, Retail Business Owner, Professional Artist

You’re a beautiful stand for truth, authenticity and expansion. I had a
wonderful natural joyful experience. Oh, the magic of presence, thank you.
~ Teagan, Waldorf Educator

“Thank you for helping me remember that I am the source
of wisdom I seek. I’m much more in tune with my body and
committed to a relaxed way of interacting with life!”

~ Nancy, CEO in Aeronautics Engineering

“Great stuff, thank you. I love having some basic, simple practices
in my everyday life now that can support the changes I want. So
powerful, so freeing, so different!”
~ Laura, Solopreneur and Artist
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